[COST:] IC1104, your vote requested till 02.11.15...

Subject: [COST:] IC1104, your vote requested till 02.11.15, noon CET
From: Marcus Greferath <marcus.greferath@aalto.ﬁ>
Date: 21/10/15 16:24
To: Marcus Greferath <marcus.greferath@ucd.ie>, Mario Pavcevic
<Mario.Pavcevic@fer.hr>, Ivan Landjev <ivan@math.bas.bg>, "cex@uns.ac.rs"
<cex@uns.ac.rs>, Peter Beelen <P.Beelen@mat.dtu.dk>, Camilla Hollanti
<camilla.hollanti@aalto.ﬁ>, Patric Östergård <patric.ostergard@aalto.ﬁ>,
Christine Bachoc <Christine.Bachoc@math.u-bordeaux1.fr>, Martin Bossert
<martin.bossert@uni-ulm.de>, Nikos Sagias <nsagias@ieee.org>, Eimear Byrne
<ebyrne@ucd.ie>, Tuvi Etzion <etzion@cs.technion.ac.il>, Massimiliano Sala
<maxsalacodes@gmail.com>, "michele.elia@polito.it" <michele.elia@polito.it>,
helleseth <Tor.Helleseth@ii.uib.no>, "Sondre.Ronjom@ii.uib.no"
<Sondre.Ronjom@ii.uib.no>, "dejanv@uns.ac.rs" <dejanv@uns.ac.rs>, castro
<Angeles.Vazquez@uab.es>, Joan-Josep Climent <jcliment@ua.es>, Elisa Gorla
<elisa.gorla@unine.ch>, Joachim Rosenthal <rosenthal@math.uzh.ch>, Ferruh
Özbudak <ozbudak@metu.edu.tr>, Vladimir Stankovic
<vladimir.stankovic@eee.strath.ac.uk>, blackburn <S.Blackburn@rhul.ac.uk>,
Leo Storme <ls@cage.ugent.be>, Ales Svigelj <ales.svigelj@ijs.si>, Jens
Zumbrägel <jens.zumbragel@ucd.ie>, Raquel Pinto <raquel@ua.pt>, Paula
Rocha-Malonek <mprocha@fe.up.pt>, Jan De Beule <jdebeule@cage.ugent.be>,
Vedran Krcadinac <krcko@math.hr>, "szonyi@cs.elte.hu" <szonyi@cs.elte.hu>,
"Pellikaan, G.R." <g.r.pellikaan@TUE.nl>, Norbert Goertz
<norbert.goertz@nt.tuwien.ac.at>, Vitaly Skachek <vitaly.skachek@gmail.com>,
Peter Farkau0161 <p.farkas@ieee.org>, Natalia Silberstein
<natalys@cs.technion.ac.il>, Andrej Stefanov <andrejstefanov@yahoo.com>,
"symeon.chatzinotas@uni.lu" <symeon.chatzinotas@uni.lu>, Gunes Karabulut
Kurt <gkurt@itu.edu.tr>, Alfred Wassermann <alfred.wassermann@unibayreuth.de>, Øyvind Ytrehus <Oyvind.Ytrehus@ii.uib.no>, Thomas Westerbäck
<thomas.westerback@gmail.com>, "drazioti@csd.auth.gr"
<drazioti@csd.auth.gr>, Nikos Sagias <nsagias@ieee.org>, Olav Geil
<olav@math.aau.dk>, Diego Ruano <diego@math.aau.dk>, "Stefan E. Schmidt"
<midt1@msn.com>, Anna Rimoldi <anna.rimoldi@gmail.com>,
"buratti@dmi.unipg.it" <buratti@dmi.unipg.it>, Enrico Paolini
<e.paolini@unibo.it>, Milos Stojakovic <milos.stojakovic@dmi.uns.ac.rs>,
<kemal.alic@ijs.si>, Mercè Villanueva <merce.villanueva@gmail.com>, "Ali
Al-Sherbaz" <ali.al-sherbaz@northampton.ac.uk>, Francisco Monteiro
<francisco.monteiro@lx.it.pt>, <gaborit@unilim.fr>, Ioannis Chatzigeorgiou
<i.chatzigeorgiou@lancaster.ac.uk>, Francisco Monteiro
<francisco.monteiro@lx.it.pt>, <gaborit@unilim.fr>
CC: Na Li <cost-ic1104@ucd.ie>, Mario Pavcevic <Mario.Pavcevic@fer.hr>
Dear Members of Action IC1104,
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for the Action's Final Dissemination, I need your positive mandate to
a) apply for additional funding from COST,
b) start negotiations with Springer (see communication below).
Please respond to this message at your earliest convenience, however no later
than 02.11.15. Please respond by any means, regardless of being in favour or
being opposed to the above mandate.
Should I observe a quorum and a positive decision before 24.10.15, then I will
able to forward the request for funding to our partners in Brussels in time.
Thank you very much for your attention to this.
Marcus Greferath
(Chair COST Action IC1104)

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:R: [COST:] IC1104, Springer Book Proposal
Date:Wed, 21 Oct 2015 12:29:14 +0000
From:Riva, Pierpaolo, Springer IT <Pierpaolo.Riva@springer.com>
To:Marcus Greferath <marcus.greferath@aalto.ﬁ>

Dear Prof. Greferath,
Thank you for your message and your book proposal. I looked through the contents of
the Action, topics are highly interesting, global reach of the authors remarkable, and I
know very well COST projects. I would be happy to publish this kind of book. And I
encourage you to include in the publication as many contributions as you wish, including
papers by both group leaders and other members, so as to increase its scientiﬁc impact.
In order to give you our ﬁnal approval (and undersign the publication agreement), I
kindly ask you to return the enclosed form completed in all its parts together with a
tentative Table of Contents, so that I may decide in which book series we can include it.
I inform you in advance that Springer will provide book editors and authors the free
access to eBook on our platform. Moreover book editors will receive a joint remuneration
of € 800 (ﬂat fee) and 5 print copies. Alternatively, in case you would agree not to get
any remuneration, I could provide you with 25 print copies.
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I also take the opportunity to send you our manuscript guidelines.
Do not hesitate to contact me for further information or clariﬁcation.
I look forward to hearing from you and send you my kind regards,
Pierpaolo Riva

Dr. Pierpaolo Riva
Springer
Editor / Engineering
—

Via Decembrio 28 - 20137 Milano - Italy
Tel. +39 02.54.25.97.35
Fax +39 02.54.25.97.01
pierpaolo.riva@springer.com
www.springer.com
www.facebook.com/SpringerEngineering

Da: Marcus Greferath [mailto:marcus.greferath@aalto.ﬁ]
Inviato: martedì 20 ottobre 2015 17:02
A: Riva, Pierpaolo, Springer IT
Oggetto: [COST:] IC1104, Springer Book Proposal

Dear Dr. Riva,
Greetings from Helsinki, and I hope these lines ﬁnd you well.
I am the chair of the European COST Action IC1104, which will end in April 2016, and
which is supposed to produce a so-called ﬁnal publication in due time. More than 120
scholars from more than 25 European and non-European countries have participated in
this Action that started in April 2012, and that has produced a number of high-impact
and impressing results since then. The title of this Action is Random network coding and
designs over GF(q), and its members are focused on Discrete Mathematics, Electrical
Engineering, and Computer Science.
My concrete question to you is, whether Springer would be interested in preparing such
a publication with us. We think of a book, where the 5 Working Group Leaders would
write survey articles on the focus of the respective WG. More-over, additionally or
instead, we could imagine to encourage all members of the Action to submit contributed
articles to this compendium.
If you are interested in more details regarding this Action, then please visit our site at:
http://www.network-coding.eu, but also the central site at the COST oﬃce in Brussels,
which you can ﬁnd under: http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/ict/IC1104
Please let me know your thoughts at your convenience, or direct me to the right
representatives at Springer, in case you are not in charge of this type of publication. For
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today, I remain yours with sincere regards.
Marcus Greferath
Chair, COST Action IC1104
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